Segmenting Excessive Alcohol Consumers: Implications for Social Marketing

Abstract

While extant studies have mainly investigated differences between drinkers and non-drinkers, the literature on segmenting heavy drinkers and profiling them is surprisingly scarce. This study makes a significant contribution to the social marketing literature by illustrating a novel way of targeting heavy drinkers by utilising their health management styles and provides useful insights into understanding how segmentation could be a valuable tool for developing effective social marketing programmes that are aimed at reducing excessive alcohol consumption. Analysis of data collected through the HINTS study reveals a two-cluster segmentation model. The two segments of heavy drinkers distinctly differ in terms of the extent of reliance and trust they place on the health service professionals. Hence, the segmentation analysis provides interesting and novel insights into the level of dependence of heavy drinkers on the health care system and their health management styles. The study provides an actionable perspective for future research, public policy and social marketing.
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Excessive alcohol consumption is a major public health problem, especially in the West (Paswan et al. 2015; Nelson et al. 2009). According to the World Health Organization, 3 million people worldwide die of alcohol-related causes in 2018 (WHO, 2018). The U.S. Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) claims that excessive alcohol consumption not only kills about 88,000 people in the United States alone each year, but also has a huge economic impact. The economic cost of excessive alcohol consumption in the United States increased to $249 billion in 2010 from $223.5 billion in 2006, which translates to a significant increase from $1.90 per drink in 2006 to $2.05 per drink in 2010 (cdc.gov). These costs were largely attributed to reduced workplace productivity, increased crime, and the burgeoning cost of treating people for health problems caused by excessive drinking. In UK about 7700 alcohol specific deaths occurred in 2017 and about 1.13 million hospital admissions that were alcohol related (NHS Digital, 2018). Because of the potential adverse consequences associated with excessive alcohol consumption, it is not surprising that it has been a hot topic in government policies and health care service research, especially social marketing (Hassan and Shiu, 2007; Hogan, Perks and Russel-Bennett, 2014; Kubacki et al. 2015; O’Cass and Griffin, 2015).

Social marketing is emerging as a popular tool for bringing about positive social change (O’Cass and Griffin, 2015) as it is now being increasingly acknowledged that effective interventions need to be market driven for eliciting meaningful change in behaviours (Rundle-Thiele et al. 2015). As “social marketing seeks to develop and integrate marketing concepts with other approaches to influence behaviours that benefit individuals and communities for the greater social good” (p.2215), it can play a key role in targeting long-term behaviour change (Kubacki et al. 2015). For example, social marketing has been shown to be effective in changing a variety of social and health behaviours such as encouraging blood donation (Masser et al., 2009), reducing obesity (Croker et al., 2012), reducing binge drinking (Hogan, Perks and Russel-Bennett; 2014 and improving healthy eating (Carins and Rundle-Thiele, 2013). To initiate positive social change in long-term behaviour, social marketing focuses on the target consumer and uses insights gained from consumers to develop the intervention planning process (French, 2009). As such, strategic planning is at the heart of social marketing. It is vital that social marketers fully understand the target consumers before planning any interventions aiming to achieve their behavioural change.

Extant research demonstrates that studies suggesting interventions aimed at reducing alcohol consumption have mostly focused on demographic profiles and have compared heavy
drinkers with moderate or light drinkers and non-drinkers (Leeman et al. 2012; Neighbors et al. 2007; Johnston et al. 2005). However, given the tight budgets social marketers work with, social marketing efforts need to be primarily focused on heavy drinkers, given the enormous human social and economic toll on individuals and society. Assuming that all heavy drinkers have similar profiles with respect to demographics, psychographics, motivations or behaviour would be naïve (Kubacki et al. 2011). Therefore, to aid in effective planning of social marketing interventions, it is important to understand heavy drinkers in terms of the key characteristics of their different segments. While past studies have mostly used demographic and socio-psychological traits, surprisingly little research has evaluated the contribution of factors such as health management styles (see Perzynski et al. 2011) in understanding alcohol consumption. The present research addresses this key gap in the literature.

We develop clusters of heavy drinkers based on their demographics, psychological trait, health status and health management style. The main objective is to identify the different segments of heavy drinkers so that social marketing techniques could be employed according to their profiling characteristics. Understanding these key differences among excessive alcohol consumers is crucial for planning social marketing programmes aimed at reducing their alcohol consumption.

Although previous research has identified specific factors affecting alcohol consumption, literature indicates that more research is required to “determine how best to classify, label or identify” heavy drinkers to implement and tailor interventions toward these individuals (LaBrie et al. 2007; p. 90). For instance, a review of the literature indicates that, surprisingly, most studies on alcohol consumption do not employ market segmentation (Kubacki et al. 2015). Hence, a key limitation noted in many alcohol education programs is that “they are designed for a general population using a 1-size-fits-all approach” (Dietrich et al. 2015; p.252). Only a few studies have utilised demographics, behaviour or psychological traits (e.g. Hassan and Shiu, 2007; Glik et al. 2008; Moss, Kirby and Donodeo, 2009; Dietrich et al. 2015) as the bases of heavy drinker segmentation. In particular, no previous study could be found that has utilised psychographic segmentation based on health management styles to segment heavy drinkers for understanding their attitudes and behaviours. This is important as past research demonstrates that aspects of the patient–doctor relationship (Blixen et al., 2008; Vermeire et al., 2001; Sutton et al. 2015) play a key role in reducing alcohol consumption. For example, a recent study demonstrates that aspects of health management styles such as cooperation with doctors, living a healthy lifestyle and trust in doctors are significantly related to alcohol consumption (Perzynski et al. 2011). Thus,
profiling clusters of heavy drinkers based on their health management style may offer meaningful interpretations regarding their attitudes and behaviours as heavy drinkers could have varied health management styles and thus may approach health care in different ways. Given the limited budgets that most social marketers work with along with an increasing emphasis on accountability (Rundle-Thiele et al. 2015), such profiling may help social marketers in designing marketing programs that specifically target those factors, which are likely to have the greatest impact on alcohol consumption among people belonging to a specific cluster. Moreover, as self-efficacy can predict psychological changes that can explain individual health and healthcare decisions (Bandura 1977), it is argued that self-efficacy is an important psychological trait that may influence alcohol consumption (Perzynski et al. 2011). Thus, the concept of self-efficacy is an important factor to consider while profiling segments of heavy drinkers as it may determine the extent to which one is likely to respond to social marketing efforts (O’Cass and Griffin, 2015). Accordingly, in this study, we develop clusters of heavy drinkers based on a combination of several psychographic variables (such as health management style, self-efficacy and health status) that have previously been used in studies primarily for understanding adherence (DiMatteo, 2004). Such an approach may help to obtain a more comprehensive view of the profiles of heavy drinkers to better understand their attitudes and behaviours for developing social marketing interventions.

The paper is structured as follows. First we review the literature relating to segmentation and health management style. We then discuss the methodology and cluster analysis, which is followed by discussion and managerial implications.

**Segmenting Excessive Alcohol Consumers**

The social marketing literature suggests that distinct segments exist within target groups, and they have differential responses to social marketing programs (Gray & Bean, 2011; Walsh, Hassan, Shiu, Andrews, & Hastings, 2010). Segmentation in social marketing draws on behavioural and psychographic data to assist social marketers to target specific segments in the development of promotional and marketing campaigns so that the available resources could be directed to the most promising segments (Rundle-Thiele et al. 2015). This is essential as different segments may require different marketing styles and techniques to make a real difference and elicit positive social change. As such, segmentation can be an extremely powerful tool “to reduce marketing expenditures by avoiding mass marketing and instead,
investing resources into those target markets which are most promising” (Dolnicar and Grun, 2017; p.105). For example, Moss Kirby and Donodeo (2009) used the PRIZM data base, a demographic profile based database, to identify consumer segments who are most prone to drinking, and discovered 10 segments of consumers who are prone to binge drinking. Barnett et al (2008) developed a three cluster solution in a study of young heavy drinkers. The cluster analysis used factors like responsibility, aversiveness and the number of heavy drinking days. Cooper (1994) identifies four primary clusters of reasons for drinking — social motives, conformity motives, enhancement, and coping motives, while Hassan and Shiu (2007) focus on gender differences. In another study (Dietrich et al. 2015), demographics, drinking attitudes, drinking intentions, and alcohol knowledge were cluster analyzed to identify segments. However, despite the well acknowledged significance of market segmentation, it is noted in a recent study that social marketers often do not report using segmentation in their interventions; segmentation needs to be encouraged among social marketers (Rundle-Thiele et al. 2015), especially with the objective of reducing alcohol consumption through social marketing efforts (Kubacki et al. 2015). In this respect, few studies have looked at classification of heavy drinkers using their attitude towards health care or level of reliance on health service providers. We feel this is an important consideration in the context of controlling heavy drinking as non-utilisation of medical facilities has been shown to be a major problem in treating alcohol addiction (Cohen et al, 2007). For instance, Cunningham and Breslin (2004) found, in their study among heavy drinkers in Canada, that only one in three heavy drinkers actually access any medical facilities, while Cohen et al’s (2007) study shows that only 27% individuals with alcohol dependence and abuse problems actually utilise any medical treatment. We address this limitation in the literature by utilising health management style as the main basis of classification as explained below.

**The Segmentation Model**

Drawing on the Transtheoretical Model of Behavior Change (Prochaska and DiClemente, 1992) and the Theory of Reasoned Action (Fishbein and Yzer, 2003), Perzynski et al. (2011) developed and tested a conceptual model, which acknowledges the importance of patient knowledge, attitudes, belief systems, and coping strategies, and postulates that psychosocial states and traits (such as health management style and self-efficacy) influence alcohol consumption (Perzynski et al. 2011). As a person’s own assessment of what he or she expects to do (intention) and confidence (self-efficacy) in his or her ability to do are key determinants
of behaviour, (Fishbein and Yzer, 2003), both health management style and self-efficacy may be crucial in understanding alcohol consumption behaviours.

Health Management Style refers to the approach followed by individuals to manage their own health in terms of either seeking professional help from doctors or other health service professionals and / or relying on their own ability to regulate their health. Aspects of health management styles include reliance on doctors, cooperation with doctors, trust in doctors, and reliance on oneself to live a healthy lifestyle and caring for one’s health (Fiscella et al., 1999; Millon et al., 1979; Perzynski et al. 2011). This construct therefore reflects an individual’s overall attitude towards the health care system as well as the willingness to interact with health service providers. As prior literature suggests that patients’ adherence is partially determined by aspects of the patient–doctor relationship (Blixen et al., 2008; Vermeire et al., 2001), health management style may be crucial to consider for reducing alcohol consumption.

Self-efficacy, which refers to “judgment of one's capability to accomplish a certain level of performance” (Bandura, 1986, p. 391) is another important factor in understanding alcohol consumption as it not only influences addictive behaviour, but also behaviour changes leading to abstinence (Paswan et al. 2015). Bandura (1977) proposed that self-efficacy can explain and predict psychological changes that influence healthcare decisions. Thus, the concept of self-efficacy may be important to understand the process an individual will go through in reducing alcohol intake and seeking medical care.

As individuals consider their health status when evaluating the pros and cons of drinking alcohol (Stoller et al., 2009), it is argued that health status can also influence health behavior decision-making (Perzynski et al. 2011) and thus may be an important factor to consider along with health management style and self-efficacy.

Accordingly, in this study we adopt the health management style as developed by Perzynski et al (2011) as the main basis for developing the segmentation schema for classifying heavy drinkers. Thus, variables that define the health management style of individuals are used as the basis for initial classification of heavy drinkers. Since an effective segmentation model includes factors that are used as the initial basis for classification as well as factors that are used for deeper profiling of the segments that emerge from the basic classification model to provide more information about each of the segments, hence, in order to gain a deeper understanding of the ensuing segment, two other classes of factors are used: (i) Health Status: This refers to health status of the heavy drinkers in terms of depression, anxiety, physical and/or other cognitive symptoms experienced by them
(ii) Self-efficacy: This refers to the confidence that an individual has in his or her ability to manage one’s own health.

**Methodology**

Data for this research was obtained from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, through the Health Information National Trends Survey (HINTS). This is a widely used and comprehensive survey, consisting of responses from over 7,600 individuals. The HINTS survey uses a representative sample from the population in the United States of America and is dedicated to learning how people find, use and understand health information (hints.cancer.gov). The HINTS survey collects information on an array of topics related to an individual’s interactions with the health care facilities as well as general beliefs and attitudes on health care related issues. It provides a credible data base for understanding public perceptions and behaviour. This study used the data collected through the survey to identify heavy drinkers and their attitudes towards health care.

Heavy drinkers are defined as people who drink heavily and have a significantly increased risk of developing alcohol problems. Heavy drinking is defined using National Institute of Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA, 2009) as:

- **Women:** More than seven drinks per week or three drinks per occasion
- **Men:** More than 14 drinks per week or four drinks per occasion

Based on this definition, sample elements who did not fall in the heavy-drinker category were excluded from the data base. In order to classify the total sample from the HINTS data base into heavy and non-heavy drinkers, questions about drinks consumed per day and per week were used in consonance. For females, all those who informed that they drank more than seven drinks per week were included in the heavy drinker category, while for males, only those who drank more than 14 drinks per week were included in the heavy drinker category. From the sample, a total of 431 heavy drinkers were identified. Of these, 153 respondents or 35% were males and 236 or 55% were females. However, in the 431 respondents, 42 (9.7%) did not specify their gender. We still retained them since all those whose gender was not clear, consumed at least 20 drinks per week and would safely fall in the heavy drinker category whether they were males or females. The male heavy drinkers in the group consumed on an average about 31 drinks per week and the female drinkers consumed on an average about 18 drinks per week. Of the heavy drinker sample, 294 respondents (68%) were above 45 years of age, 74 respondents (17%) were between 18 and 34 years of age and 58 respondents (13.5%) were between 34 and 44 years of age.
Cluster Analysis

In order to cluster the heavy drinkers based on their health management style, a two-step cluster analysis was carried out among the 431 heavy drinkers. In order to assess the health management style of individuals, seven questions from the HINTS study were used. These questions are provided in Table 2. These questions sought the opinion of the respondents about the quality of the interactions with their healthcare provider in the last 12 months. The questions amply covered issues related to attention, feelings, emotions, etc. The questions were answered through a four point scale anchored between ‘Always =1; Usually =2; Sometimes =3 and Never =4’. Answers to these questions revealed the extent to which an individual relied on their healthcare provider and the degree to which they cooperated with the health provider – issues directly related to the health management style of the individual. Individuals who gave the answer ‘never’ to the statements had never relied on their health provider for solving health related problems or never depended on health professionals. Individuals who answered ‘always’ to the set of statements were on the other hand were very dependent on the health professionals and therefore showed heavy reliance.

The two-step clustering method was chosen for clustering the problem drinkers to identify problem drinker segments (SPSS, 2001). The optimal number of clusters is determined by the Bayesian inference criterion (BIC), a model selection criterion proposed by Schwarz. It is calculated using the formula:

$$\text{BIC}_i = -2\ln (L_i) + k_i \ln(n)$$

where $n$ is the sample size; $k_i$ is the number of parameters in model $i$; and $\ln(L_i)$ is the maximized value of the likelihood function for the estimated model $i$. The results of the auto clustering process, are shown in Table 1; indicating that the two cluster solution was the most appropriate as it had the largest ratios of both BIC changes and distance measures.

Details of the two cluster solution in terms of the composition is provided in Table 2. The number in a particular cell indicates the number of respondents who marked that particular response to the statement and were categorised into that particular cluster. As is quite clear from the table, most of the members of Cluster.1 have marked ‘always’, ‘usually’ or ‘sometimes’ to the statements while most of the members in Cluster.2 have marked ‘never’ to the statements. The cluster solution thus divides the heavy drinkers into: (i) a group comprising 177 sample elements or roughly 42% of the population who feel that they ‘usually’ or ‘always’ get good health related advice and support from the health providers and
thus perceive the health care quality received to be adequate, and (ii) a group comprising roughly 58% of sample who feel they ‘never’ get good health related advice and support.

Cluster 1 therefore comprises heavy drinkers who are highly reliant on health service professionals and have high levels of trust on health service professionals. Cluster 2 on the other hand comprises heavy drinkers who feel they have ‘never’ received any support and are therefore prone to completely ignore the healthcare system. In the ensuing sections, we try to look at whether this segmentation system makes sense in explaining other patterns in the heavy drinker groups to potentially guide meaningful policy development. We first start with correlating the profiles of individuals with the segments.

**Profiling Excessive Alcohol Consumers and Cluster Membership**

The two heavy drinker clusters were first analysed in terms of any significant patterns in age or gender. The gender and age related analysis is provided in Table 3. Pearson’s chi-square test used to assess the relationship between age profile, gender profile and cluster membership did not yield any significant result (for gender chi-square = 0.00, d.f =1; p< 0.9; for age chi-square = 8.99, d.f =4; p< 0.1) and hence it can be concluded that there is no relationship between age and cluster membership. This shows that heavy drinkers from any age group or any gender have roughly the same probability to fall into any of the two clusters. Similarly, analysis of the cluster membership across education level and family income also did not produce any significant Pearson chi-square coefficient (for education level chi-square = 5.99, d.f =4, p < 0.01; for family income level chi-square = 3.2, d.f =4, p<0.1). This goes to show that the two groups of heavy drinkers could come from any demographic profile.

To further understand the profiles of the two clusters, differences between the alcohol intake across the two clusters were assessed. A one-way ANOVA shows the F-value to be insignificant (F=0.13, p<0.1), which implies no difference between the groups of the heavy drinking clusters in terms of the alcohol intake.

**Cluster membership and related attitudes and beliefs**

In order to build a profile of each segment, other beliefs and attitudes related to the perception of quality of health care are analysed. In the first instance, the correlation between cluster membership and the perceived difficulty in receiving health related information as well as the level of trust placed by the respondent to information from different sources was
assessed. Answers to three questions from the HINTS questionnaire were found to be correlated. These questions were:

(i) “The information you found was hard to understand”

(ii) “Overall how confident are you that you could get advice from or information about health or medical topics if you need it?”

(iii) “Overall how would you rate the quality of health care you received in the past 12 months”

Response to the first question was obtained on a four-point scale anchored between ‘Strongly agree’ and ‘Strongly disagree’. Lower scores for these questions indicate difficulty in obtaining and comprehending information. The response to the second question was assessed through a five-point scale anchored between ‘completely confident’ to ‘not confident at all’ where a high score indicated that the respondent was not confident of getting the information. The response to the third question was assessed through a five-point scale anchored between ‘excellent’ to ‘poor’ with lower values indicating high levels of satisfaction.

To assess the level of trust, answers to a question that asked the respondents to rate the extent to which they trust information about health and medical topics from different sources of information were correlated with the cluster membership. The extent of trust was measured through a four point scale ranging from ‘Not at all’ to ‘A lot’. While the extent of trust from a range of sources like ‘doctors’, ‘family or friends’, ‘Newspapers or magazines’, ‘radio’, ‘Internet’ etc. were assessed, only the level of trust with information from ‘doctors’ and ‘family’ members correlated with the cluster membership. This shows that there is no difference between different clusters on the extent to which they trust information from impersonal external sources like ‘radio’, ‘internet’ etc. Table 4 shows the ANOVA results as well as the mean values.

The analysis in Table 4 demonstrates that heavy drinkers clusters based on the perceived quality of health care also differ in their belief about accessing information on healthcare as well as trust derived from different sources of health care information. In general, members of Cluster.1 – who have a higher dependence on health care services, also feel the highest difficulty in retrieving health care information. Cluster.1 members are found to be significantly more satisfied with the quality of the health care as compared to members of Cluster 2. Members of Cluster.1 also significantly trust their doctors as well as their own families or friends to a greater degree than members of Cluster.2.
In the next stage, the heavy-drinker cluster membership was correlated with overall level of depression or anxiety in their lives. Responses to these questions provide a broad indication to how the individual feels about his/her life, health etc. Results of this analysis are provided in Table.5.

Statements reflecting these constructs were anchored on a four point scale ranging from ‘nearly every day’ to ‘not at all’. Analysis of the cluster means indicate that Cluster.1 members had lower values across the four statements such as lack of interest (statement.1), hopelessness (statement.2), nervousness (statement.3) and worry (statement.4). Thus, it is seen that members from Cluster.1, who have high dependence on doctors and medical professionals also seem to be very depressed, worrying, nervous and hopeless. On the other hand, Cluster.2 members who are characterised by relatively less dependency on doctors or health service professionals, have the least levels of worry or hopelessness.

In order to assess the differences between groups for overall opinion of their health, ANOVA was run for the single question “In general would you say your health is” anchored between ‘Excellent’ to ‘Poor’ with lower values indicating better health condition. The analysis produced a significant F-value (F=14.17, p<0.00). Interestingly members of Cluster.1 had the lowest estimation of their health condition as compared to Cluster.2 members.

**Interpreting the clusters**

Analysis of the demographic profile of heavy-drinker segments as well as the significant attitude/opinion variables help to build a clearer understanding of the clusters. Of course, there is little correlation between age and income with the two clusters and hence, it is assumed that the two clusters are formed by heavy-drinkers from all ages and income levels.

**First Cluster of Problem Drinkers**

Roughly 42% of the sample falls in this group. There are equal number of men and women in this group as well as members from all the age groups. They are distinguished by high levels of satisfaction as well as heavy reliance on the medical system. They have a higher level of trust in doctors and health service professionals as compared to members of the other cluster. This group also has the least ability to retrieve health information as well as to understand health information. Further, this group is highly worried, has high level of hopelessness and anxiety, and has less interest in life. They are also highly affected by the ill effects of heavy
alcohol consumption such as depression and anxiety. This group is unable to understand health information and cannot survive without heavy support from health service professionals and doctors. They exhibit low levels of self-efficacy. But this group also seems to make use of the services of health care professionals the most. Hence considering all these characteristics, we can call them the ‘Vulnerables’.

Second Cluster of Problem Drinkers
Cluster.2 comprises roughly 58% of the sample. Members of this cluster are least satisfied with and less reliant on health service professionals like doctors or nurses. They are least satisfied with the health care system and generally do not rely on the health care system. They are highly confident of their ability to retrieve and understand healthcare information. They are also most confident about their health. They are neither depressed nor worried and they also do not suffer from a low interest in life. This cluster therefore includes heavy drinkers who are very confident in what they do and don’t seem to be bothered about health care advice or help from health service professionals. Considering these characteristics, it may be pertinent to call them the ‘Unreasonable self-believers’.

Table. 6 gives a summary of cluster profile based on the analysis of the means of health management style variables.

Discussion and Implications
This study provides unique insights into understanding how segmentation could be a useful tool for social marketing endeavours that strive to reduce excessive alcohol consumption. However, few intervention studies report the use of segmentation (Rundle-Thiele et al. 2015). In particular, past social marketing studies have not utilised health management styles as the basis of segmenting heavy drinkers. As such, this study makes a significant contribution to the social marketing literature by illustrating a novel way of targeting heavy drinkers by utilising their health management style. While health management style is per se not related to social marketing, clusters identified on the basis of health management style can provide social marketers with differentiated and targeted marketing interventions to change drinking behaviour. While some heavy drinkers might benefit from greater support from health system providers, others might benefit from uplifting marketing messages that engage them by bolstering their self-confidence and self-worth. This research provides much needed
granularity to dig deeper into the hitherto assumed monolithic segment of excessive alcohol consumers or ‘heavy drinkers’.

The findings of this study suggest that an understanding of the relationship between individual characteristics and drinking requires moving beyond simple demographics, and beyond viewing drinking as a dichotomous choice in terms of drinkers and non-drinkers. Interestingly, in contrast to previous studies on alcohol consumption (Hassan and Shiu 2007; Dietrich et al. 2015), our study findings indicate that demographic variables such as gender, age, income or educational level do not show any association with the cluster classification. This implies that the clusters are purely based on attitudes and opinions of the individuals, and these attitudes and opinions cut across demographic profiles. Hence, our findings suggest that there is a need to view excessive alcohol consumption as a more nuanced problem and part of a broader system mediated by health care access and utilization, such as health management styles and health status of individuals.

Our study demonstrates that the health management style provides a rich description of heavy drinker segments, which could have important implications for social marketers. Such an approach could provide unique insights that can be applied to better frame the social marketing interventions, which may lead to a long-term change in behaviour. The insights gained from the two clusters analysed in the study could be utilised to develop appropriate marketing programmes to cater to the requirements of each chosen segment. For example, the cluster analysis of heavy drinkers indicates several important patterns.

First, it is evident that 42% of heavy drinkers are ‘vulnerables’, which seems like a group that has tried to reduce their heavy drinking habits, but in vain, and consequently feel very helpless and worried. Although this segment can be expected to be the most cooperative segment, however, they still fall in the heavy drinking category possibly either due to the limited success of the social marketing interventions or due to psychological and psychosocial conditions. It clear that while this segment is heavily dependent on health care professionals, such interactions have not had any significant effect in altering their drinking behaviour. For instance, Kington (2002) found that even though there was an increase in alcohol discussions when physicians were prompted to do so, health care providers were not often enough forthcoming in giving advice and working with a patient to reduce drinking, in spite of the evidence that these methods are effective. In this context, Bradley et al. (2002) aptly point out the need for medical education to increase physician skill in alcohol problems intervention. Downstream social marketing, which operates under the assumption that unhealthy behaviours mainly result due to a lack of knowledge or an attitude that reinforces
that behaviour, and thus can be controlled (Wymer, 2011), could be most useful in targeting such consumers. With regard to this segment, what is necessary is to offer advanced and specialised ‘educational’ intervention programmes as such programmes could help develop the required skills and knowledge to help reduce alcohol consumption (Rundle-Thiele et al. 2013); combining education with social marketing can be an effective approach to generate long-term change in their behaviours (Rothschild, 1999). ‘Edutainment’ programs, which are programs for reducing alcohol consumption that extend beyond information-only campaigns and include entertainment such as games, music, blogs and websites (see Rundle-Thiele et al. 2015) could also be utilised to improve the attitude and knowledge of the target group about alcohol consumption. For example, the ‘Be Under Your Own Influence’ program, an in-school communication campaign was successful in reducing alcohol consumption among younger adolescents (Slater et al., 2006). Other such examples of social marketing programs are the interactive SHAHRP program, which used a series of skill-based activities (McBride, Farringdon, Midford, Meuleners, & Phillips, 2004) and Game On: Know Alcohol (GOKA; Rundle-Thiele et al. 2015) that was formulated to tackle the problem of drinking.

Second, the study finds that the largest percentage (58%) of heavy drinkers have very low reliance on health care professionals and feel quite confident about solving their problems without any help from others. The existence of this segment goes to support the prevalent view about the difficulties inherent in bringing together patients and health care professionals in sustainable partnerships to reduce health problems (Renedo et al., 2015). The lack of trust in doctors as revealed by this cluster of heavy drinkers supports the findings of a previous study by Johanson et al (1998) on physician-patient interaction, which shows that physicians pay very little attention to their educational mission, giving information and advice to patients only in very vague and general terms. Accordingly, it seems that this segment – the ‘unreasonable self-believers’ — may not be attentive to general educational programmes or communications about such programs and may have a mental barrier towards accepting problems related to heavy drinking. This segment is, hence, one of the biggest challenges for effective social marketing efforts. Potential social marketing strategies may include targeted communication for this segment by selecting appropriate communication channels. For example, advertisements may utilise fear as the key emotional appeal to change the mindset of this particular cohort. Thus, social marketing efforts that try to change the general attitude of the individuals towards accepting help from health care professionals should be the main focus in targeting this segment. As such, social marketing for this segment may need to move beyond individual downstream to midstream and upstream
(Donovan, 2011; Wymer, 2011) approaches, which require efforts to be focused towards environment and social influence modification (Arli et al. 2015). It may be pragmatic to look for any inherent or deep-rooted problems of this segment from the point of view of their living environment and family issues. It may also be useful to seek co-operation from the government in terms of statutory regulations to tackle the problem of excessive alcohol consumption as peer, social and environmental influences may play a key role in influencing alcohol consumption habits of this segment (Rundle-Thiele et al. 2013; Kubacki et al. 2011). For instance, strategies building positive environmental influences such as curfews, introducing legal limits, product labelling, etc., may help to a certain extent (Rundle-Thiele et al. 2013). Social marketing programs that aim at constraining the individual’s voluntary behaviour could also be useful for this segment. For example, legal sanctions (such as drink driving) or other regulations (such as alcohol-free venues) could be utilised along with strict regulation of alcohol advertisements. “Upstream” approaches such as making alcohol less visible, more expensive, and harder to access (Henley et al. 2011) may also work with this segment. However, future research should try and understand the psychological, social and environmental barriers that may be preventing this segment from accepting help from health care professionals, and explore how they can be motivated to change their attitudes and drinking habits.

Overall, there are several interesting observations that arise from the study findings. First, while Cluster 1 is heavily dependent on health care professionals, such interactions have not had any significant effect in altering their drinking behaviour. There is scope for social marketing here, with public health services reaching out to this segment with informative and educational programs, including those which seek to engage this target group through entertainment such as games, music, blogs and websites, may provide an effective means to influence such a segment. On the other hand, for Cluster 2, social marketing needs to support their independence and control, while maintaining their connection with health service professionals. Thus, social marketing efforts that could potentially shift Cluster 2 members from heavy to moderate drinker category may include social marketing programs that aim to target the social determinants of health and safety as such upstream approaches may elicit desired individual behaviour, often without the individual’s conscious cooperation. As such, it is clear that social marketing interventions aimed at different clusters presented in this research would need to vary along a continuum from prevention to promotion and maintenance, as reflected by the individual health management styles, and attitudes and inclination towards using health care support system (Evans, 2006).
Second, the differences that exist between the two clusters of problem drinkers in terms of their reliance on health care providers supports the argument put forth by Mittler et al. (2013) that patient engagement with the health service provision is very ‘dynamic in nature’ and patients often advance or regress in their level of engagement in a non-linear fashion. As Cohen et al. (2007) and Cunningham and Breslin (2004) have shown in their studies, only a small percentage of heavy drinkers ever attend any educational programmes. Hence, the ultimate goal of reducing excessive alcohol consumption needs to acknowledge the complex and contextual nature of health service utilization (Gately, Rogers, and Sanders, 2007) as reflected in the two clusters identified in this study.

Overall, this study provides a relevant, measurable and effective basis for segmenting heavy drinkers based on their health management style. By identifying two clear segments of heavy drinkers, this study provides unique theoretical and practical insights, which are likely to be helpful in designing and communicating social marketing programmes that could be effectively tailored to target these different clusters of heavy drinkers.

Limitations, Future Research and Conclusions
The research is not devoid of limitations. The study is based on secondary data collected in the United States. It is also found that the clustering methodology fails to provide a clearly-defined clusters in terms of the responses provided to the health-related issues. Even though a fairly accurate division is seen to have been made, there are still a few overlapping cases. In future, studies could be extended to other contexts using primary data on global alcohol consumers. For instance, studies could be conducted to compare results in other health care contexts like the U.K where healthcare is publicly owned in order to assess the stability of the segmentation framework. Future studies could also conduct further in-depth investigations into the two segments discovered by this study. Such studies could expand on other characteristics of the two segments to discover other important behavioural and attitudinal correlates. There is also scope for conducting qualitative research to explore the reasons behind the adoption of specific health management styles by heavy drinkers in these two segments to aid the development of public policy and social marketing programmes for targeting these segments.

In conclusion, it is well established that health problems associated with excessive alcohol consumption have reached alarming levels, and excessive alcohol consumption add to the social costs and can have implications that extend beyond the individual (O’Cass and Griffin, 2015). In this context, access and utilization of health care services provides an
interesting perspective to the heavy drinking problem as individual preferences must be reflected in the choice of treatment and decisions made (Boyce & Lamont, 1998), which could be a reflection of different health management styles. Overall, this study demonstrates that the cluster analysis of heavy drinkers based on their health management style provides a novel and practically useful picture of heavy drinker categories. The cluster solution indicates several important patterns that can be used for developing social marketing interventions, which can be tailored to target different segments of heavy drinkers differently to trigger positive social change. The study provides an actionable perspective for future research, public policy and social marketing.
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Table 1: Results of the auto-clustering process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Clusters</th>
<th>Schwarz's Bayesian Criterion (BIC)</th>
<th>BIC Change&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Ratio of BIC Changes</th>
<th>Ratio of Distance Measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6378.590</td>
<td>-1614.939</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>2.672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4763.651</td>
<td>-524.830</td>
<td>.325</td>
<td>1.248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4238.821</td>
<td>-395.120</td>
<td>.245</td>
<td>2.189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3732.158</td>
<td>-111.543</td>
<td>.069</td>
<td>1.641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3713.766</td>
<td>-18.392</td>
<td>.011</td>
<td>1.063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3704.014</td>
<td>-9.752</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>1.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3698.703</td>
<td>-5.311</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>1.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3703.358</td>
<td>4.655</td>
<td>-.003</td>
<td>1.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3712.682</td>
<td>9.324</td>
<td>-.006</td>
<td>1.154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3737.707</td>
<td>25.025</td>
<td>-.015</td>
<td>1.061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>3768.560</td>
<td>30.853</td>
<td>-.019</td>
<td>1.085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>3806.916</td>
<td>38.357</td>
<td>-.024</td>
<td>1.193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>3859.605</td>
<td>52.689</td>
<td>-.033</td>
<td>1.074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>3917.401</td>
<td>57.796</td>
<td>-.036</td>
<td>1.114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>the changes are from the previous number of clusters in the table
Table 2: Variables used for cluster analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Always</th>
<th></th>
<th>Usually</th>
<th></th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th></th>
<th>Never</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cluster.1</td>
<td>Cluster.2</td>
<td>Cluster.1</td>
<td>Cluster.2</td>
<td>Cluster.1</td>
<td>Cluster.2</td>
<td>Cluster.1</td>
<td>Cluster.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the past 12 months, how often did your health professional: Give you the chance to ask all the health-related questions you had</td>
<td>13*</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the past 12 months, how often did your health professional: Give the attention you needed to your feelings and emotions</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the past 12 months, how often did your health professional: Involve you in decisions about your health care as much as you wanted</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the past 12 months, how often did your health professional: Make sure you understood the things you needed to do to take care of your health</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the past 12 months, how often did your health professional: Explain things in a way you could understand?</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the past 12 months, how often did your health professional: Spend enough time with you?</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the past 12 months, how often did your health professional: Help you deal with feelings of uncertainty about your health or health care</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*the numbers in the cells indicate the number of problem drinkers who provided this particular response to the statement and were classified into the indicated cluster.
Table 3 Demographic Profile of the two clusters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cluster.1</th>
<th>Cluster.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>62 (39.2%)</td>
<td>88 (39.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>96 (60.8%)</td>
<td>136 (60.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-34</td>
<td>33 (18.8%)</td>
<td>41 (16.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-49</td>
<td>56 (31.8%)</td>
<td>52 (21.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-64</td>
<td>62 (35.2%)</td>
<td>94 (38.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65-74</td>
<td>15 (8.5%)</td>
<td>35 (14.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75+</td>
<td>10 (5.7%)</td>
<td>21 (8.6%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4 Correlation of Cluster membership with ‘difficulty in receiving health related information’ and ‘trust on sources’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>F-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Cluster.1 mean</th>
<th>Cluster.2 mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The information found was hard to understand&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>6.82</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>3.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall how confident are you about getting advice or information about health or medical topics&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>30.44</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>2.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall how will you rate the quality of health care you received in the past 12 months&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>134.83</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>4.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In general how much do you trust information about health from Doctors&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>17.77</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In general how much do you trust information about health from Family or friends&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>7.22</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>2.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a- Measured on a four-point scale where 1 = strongly agree 4 = strongly disagree

b- Measured on a five-point scale where 1 = completely confident; 5 = not confident at all

c- Measured on a five-point scale where 1 = excellent and 5 = poor

d- Measured on a four-point scale where 1 = a lot and 4 = not at all
Table 5 Correlation of Cluster membership with ‘Health status’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>F-Value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Cluster.1 mean</th>
<th>Cluster.2 mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Over the past 2 weeks, how often have you experienced: Little interest or</td>
<td>10.46</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>3.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pleasure in doing things?(^a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over the past 2 weeks, how often have you experienced: Feeling down,</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>.016</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>3.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>depressed or hopeless?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over the past 2 weeks, how often have you experienced: Feeling nervous,</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>.037</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>3.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anxious or on edge?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over the past 2 weeks, how often have you experienced: Not being able to</td>
<td>5.26</td>
<td>.022</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>3.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stop or control worrying?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) measured on a four point scale where 1 = nearly every day; 2 = more than half the days; 3 = several days and 4 = not at all
Table 6 Summary of cluster characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health Management Style:</th>
<th>Cluster.1 ‘Vulnerables’</th>
<th>Cluster.2 ‘Unreasonable self-believers’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Reliance on doctors or other health service professionals</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Trust in doctors</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction with health care received</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Status (Depression/worry/hopelessness)</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>